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Statement by OBL President & CEO Mike Van Buskirk 

COLUMBUS — OBL President & CEO Mike Van Buskirk released the following 
statement on today’s Federal Reserve Board action: 

The Federal Reserve sent an important, clarifying message this afternoon. It said through 
its decision that it is carefully monitoring the economic recovery and will do what it 
needs to do to preserve it. It will not mechanically end its quantitative easing program.  
 
Huge sums are gained and lost globally in minutes, based on decisions by the Federal 
Reserve Board. Added to that dynamic is the unprecedented scope of the Bernanke Fed’s 
quantitative easing policy. We have no tested roadmap on how -- or how quickly -- to end 
it. While the Fed had announced employment and inflation triggers to end QE, it had not 
said how and when it might start easing its highly stimulative monetary policy. That lack 
of transparency had global negative impacts. Since speculation began in May about when 
the Fed might start to slow down, the ten year Treasury bond has jumped a full 
percentage point and emerging market currency values have plummeted. 
 
QE does need to end but the economic recovery is still fragile. In an attempt to reduce 
speculation the Fed has announced it would not end QE until unemployment drops to 7 
percent. However, it had said little about whether or how sharply it might reduce buying 
before then. In hindsight having a single mechanical trigger was probably unwise. 
Today’s action and the chairman’s statement helped bring greater, needed transparency. 
It was important to reduce concern that the Fed will continue to protect the recovery and 
communicate that the ultimately necessary winding-down of QE will be done cautiously.   
 
About the Ohio Bankers League 
The Ohio Bankers League is the trade association for the Ohio banking industry – and is Ohio’s only organization 
focused on meeting the needs of all banks and thrifts in the Buckeye State. For more than 100 years, the OBL has been 
the voice of the Ohio banking industry fostering a cooperation that has made it one of the strongest and most reputable 
financial trade associations in the country. By linking banks, bankers, and industry experts – and by pooling their 
intellectual and capital resources – the OBL serves as a powerful creator of knowledge and collective resources. The 
non-profit association is comprised of 210 FDIC-insured financial institutions including commercial banks, savings 
banks, and savings and loan associations ranging in size from just over $13 million in assets to more than $1.5 trillion. 
 
 


